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Product at a glance
Product type

Drill & practice

Language

Arabic

Level

Beginner & intermediate (partially); adult

Activities

Transformation, substitution, integration, translation,
fill-in, multiple choice exercises; text repetition; reading
comprehension; dictation; vocabulary item
learning/reviewing

Media Format

1 CD-ROM

Operating System
PC
Mac

Windows 95/98
OS 7.0 or higher (Not available for review)

Hardware requirements
PC
Mac

IBM PC or Compatibles
Power PC+

RAM

4 MB

Hard Disk Space

330 MB

CD-ROM

4x or higher

Sound

Sound blaster compatible card

Video

VGA or better display

Documentation

None Available

Price: Single User
Site License

$ 49.95
$ 250.00 (any number of computers in one lab)

General Description
EMSA Companion is a multimedia instructional application designed to complement primarily
the Elementary Modern Standard Arabic Vols. I-II (EMSA henceforth) (Abboud et al.,1983) and
partially Modern Standard Arabic: Intermediate Level (IMSA, henceforth) (Abboud et al., 1971)
textbook series (for a favorable but somewhat general review, see Wickens, 1984). The textbook

series aims primarily at developing grammar, vocabulary and reading comprehension skills for adult
learners at the university level. As the vender/developer states, the textbook series "remains one of
the most [if not the most] detailed and organized presentations of Arabic language available…. [It]
has been for years the standard English text for learning Modern Standard Arabic and continues to be
a popular choice." Other textbooks have come out recently, competing, to varying degrees, in
popularity (e.g., Brustad et al., 1995; and Alosh, 2000). In addition, the IMSAold edition (1971) has
been revised in a somewhat different format in the 1997 edition, rendering the old edition (hence also
the small partial content of IMSA in the program) not as popular.
Summary of Features
The program consists of three main components, Grammar Tutor, Vocabulary Tutor and Text Tutor,
reflecting the learning objectives of the textbook.

Figure 1
Grammar Tutor
The Grammar Tutor reintroduces most of the drills in the textbook, covering both volumes
of EMSA and one third of IMSA (lessons 1-10). The Grammar Tutor provides a variety of drills that
solely focus on grammar and structure.
Vocabulary Tutor
The Vocabulary Tutor provides review practice of non-contextualized, discrete new vocabulary items
and their meanings in English, covering all the lessons in EMSA and two thirds of the lessons
in IMSA (lessons 1-20). Four types of modes and drills are provided. The user can view isolated words
and their meanings through a whole word list of a given lesson. The user can also review isolated
word meanings through a multiple choice or a type-in (in English or Arabic) word meaning drills.
Text Tutor
The Text Tutor consists of two sub-components, covering the primary texts of EMSA volume 1
(lessons 1-30). One sub-component displays the primary texts with vocalized and non-vocalized
versions and allows users to listen to the text as divided into sentences or lines, record their voice and
compare it with the recorded version. The other sub-component allows the user to interact with the
text through a variety of activities: vocalizing the text, sentence/line matching and ordering, fill-inthe-blanks, dictation and reading comprehension questions.
According to the developer/vender, the program is "comprehensive in its coverage of EMSA series,
containing all vocabulary, all basic texts, and most drills found in EMSA." It is also claimed that "in
addition to being a helpful supplement to students enrolled in on-campus Arabic courses, the software
is especially well-suited for those learning Arabic on their own." The program does not provide any
manual or on-line help. The user is simply told to contact the developer/vender for assistance. One
would expect at least some kind of on-line help for the more "technologically" challenged. A keyboard
character mapping sheet would be helpful for all users, since the program has a different mapping
than some of the word processing tools available for Arabic.

Evaluation
Technological features
EMSA Companion offers both Macintosh and Windows platform compatibility. The Macintosh version is
stated to contain additional applications, including practice of phonology and script of Arabic and a
Quranic tutor (of five short suras). The present reviewer tested only the Windows version. The
program is easy to install. The user need install only the fonts, which takes a few seconds. Although
the recommended platform does not mention Windows 2000, the program installs and runs as well on
Windows 2000.
The program is a clearly organized collection of materials reflected by the division into three
components that can be easily navigated. Navigation between and within components is easy and
possible by means of either exiting a component or opening additional windows. All activities and drills
display text only, with a sound option, but no graphics of any sort. The program throughout uses a
large and clear font type–an important consideration due to the elementary proficiency level of the
intended learner and the nature of Arabic writing being solely cursive. However, regrettably, the
geminate symbol or shadda and that of the indefinite accusative marking {-an} are not legible at all.
Unclear

Correct

Shadda

{-an}

The sound quality is clear, although the speech is occasionally too fast, especially for the matching
and ordering drills. A number of drills could not be accessed due either to a bug or they simply do not
exist (e.g., Grammar Tutor: EMSA Three, Drill 6, EMSA Five, Drill 9; EMSA Eleven, Drill 5a; Text
Tutor: Vowel Texts 4, 15, 16, 19 and 30; in addition, Drills 10 and 11 of EMSA Five are the same and
the translation option is missing in all of the following: EMSA Thirteen, Drill 1; EMSAEighteen, Drill
4; EMSA Forty, Drill 5; EMSA Forty Three, Drill 1; and IMSA Five, Drills 8-9).
Activities (Procedure)
The drill and practice activities can be characterized as instructional, focusing on grammar, reading
and vocabulary. In the Grammar Tutor, the grammar focus is provided through transformation and
substitution drills.

Figure 2
One such typical drill is "Transform into passive/past/present" or "Combine the two sentences/parts as
in the example." The instruction statement of each drill is given in English and is followed by a model
sentence (in Arabic). Each question requires the user to type in the answer (a word or a sentence) in
Arabic. The user has many options available, including checking the attempted answer, clicking on the
right answer, clicking on the translation of the question or the translation of the answer (provided in
English). The exercises are well constructed to drill the grammar points in focus, following the original
design and arrangement of EMSA and IMSA instructional materials, although most of the questions
and answers are presented without vowels. A good number of translation drills (English-Arabic and
Arabic-English) are included to provide further practice of grammar and structure and word meaning.
Although usually more than one response is possible in the translation exercise, only one correct
answer is provided. Unfortunately, there are no grammar reference notes available.
In the Text Tutor, a variety of other different activities are provided that are equally well constructed.
These lend themselves better to work-alone activities. They allow the user to read (with or without
vowels) and/or listen to entire text all at once or in small segments. The user has also the option to
view an English translation of the text and segments while listening to the Arabic. To practice
pronunciation, users can record their own voice of a given segment and compare it with the original.
Other activities allow the user to
1.
2.
3.
4.

practice placing the vowel endings (both case and mood endings),
order lines
match sentences and phrases as they occur in the text,
fill in the blanks,

5.
6.

practice dictation, and
attempt answering reading comprehension questions (in a mixed multiple choice and question
and answer forms).

Drills 1-6 allow the user to work on the answers while listening to a recording, providing both reading
and listening practice. Drills 1-5 are incremental in nature and require the user to simply click on one
of the options to find the answer. The comprehension questions would have provided more useful
practice had they been in Arabic.

Figure 3
Apart from providing the new words of the primary text (in each lesson) and their English equivalents,
the activities in the Vocabulary Tutor are of minimal usefulness. The Review Words, Type in Answer
and Multiple Choice are designed to help the user review and memorize words and their meanings
without context. In the Review Words drill, the user can control the speed mode (fast, medium and
slow) of displaying words and their meaning and the review mode (entire list or word by word). The
Type-in-Answer and Multiple Choice drills allow the user to keep score of error attempts that can be
accessed for further reviewing. Additionally, all four vocabulary drills have options that can be set on
and off which include "prompt language" (Arabic, English or mixed), "prompt method"(oral, text, or
both) and text type (with or without vowels). No graphics or drills which attempt to provide practice of
vocabulary in context are provided.

Figure 4
Teacher Fit (Approach)
EMSA Companion adopts fully the design and content of EMSA textbook series. The stated underlying
pedagogical approach for most of the content is "grammar-based" (see Abboud et al., p. vi, 1983).
Although the criterion for inclusion of the primary texts is claimed to be based on "topic"
considerations (e.g., "functional," such as introductions, greetings and dialogues on general topics;
"narrative or expository" dealing with culture, society, history, geography, economics and politics; and
"literary" with selective texts), the overarching principle for the arrangement and inclusion of the texts
and related activities is still clearly a structural one (Abboud et al., p. vi, 1983). The series does
provide listening, pronunciation and a few speaking activities, but there is no principled way of
developing listening and speaking skills and the role of these activities remains restricted to practice of
detailed grammar and structural points introduced. The design of the bulk of the grammar exercises
follows drill formats that are reminiscent of the audiolingual approach, such as transformation,
substitution, integration drills, etc.
Since EMSA Companion incorporates the content of the EMSA series, the result is that both excel in
the structural and grammatical accuracy (with a few typos and errors in the EMSA Companion, such as
the following:

Both also excel in the effective selection of high frequency vocabulary items (for a favorable view of
selection criteria ofEMSA vocabulary, see Gamal 1998). Since it is almost two decades now since
the EMSA series was last revised, both theEMSA series and the EMSA Companion could improve with a
revision of the activities and format and/or inclusion of more innovative activities, such as functionalnotional based, where, for example, with change of word order, the user can better understand the
function of cased endings.
Learner Fit (Design)
EMSA Companion is designed to supplement the EMSA textbook series and therefore it can only be
used as such, especially in the absence of any grammatical explanation. The program provides great
help to students enrolled in an Arabic class and wishing to master Arabic grammar and structures
presented in EMSA series and can help free up classroom time for more communicative activities when
use of the program can be relegated to lab work. Regrettably, the coverage of the contents of the
series is not uniform: the Vocabulary Tutor covers the vocabulary items of all EMSA and two thirds
of IMSA (lessons 1-20), the Grammar Tutor covers most drills of EMSA and one third of IMSA (lessons
1-10) and the Text Tutor covers only the primary texts of EMSA volume 1. This can discourage both
instructors and users from relying on it seriously. It would have been more practical if the program
were limited to EMSA volumes 1-2 in its entirety to the exclusion of any of the IMSA content.
In stating the intended uses of the software, the vender/developer mentions that the software is also
"well suited for those learning Arabic on their own." Certainly this is true for the most part of the
program except for the content of the Grammar Tutor, where most of the drills are not provided with
vowels and no sound option is available. The program provides large and clear font type, which saves

a lot of frustration for the intended (adult) beginner user. The presentation of the grammatical
materials is suitable to beginners, since it is well sequenced and graded hierarchically. The sound
quality is quite clear although the speech, in the ordering and matching drills, may be a little too fast
for beginners.
The feedback provided in the program is either exact string matching of the user’s attempts or a right
or wrong response. More sophisticated feedback mechanisms, with access perhaps to notes and
explanation, would facilitate better interaction with the instructional materials and help achieve a
better learning outcome.
A noticeably missed component of the program is the lack of any graphics or contextualization of
some of the activities which would make the program more attractive and engaging.
Summary
EMSA Companion is a program which is well done and, as its name implies, is very well suited to be a
companion to theEMSA textbook. Although it is limited in interactive activities, reflecting the nature of
content and design of the series which it seeks to supplement, the program has much to offer in the
way of focus-on-forms activities and the potential to free up class time for more communicative
activities. The program is worth the advertised price; however, there are whole parts (drills) not
functioning and the exploitation of the technological potential of the program is very limited. These
days, for $50 one expects, and gets, full multimedia, associated websites, etc. The program is
transparent and easy to navigate and is a welcome tool for the learning of Arabic as a foreign
language.

Scaled rating (1 low-5 high)
Implementation Possibilities: 3
Pedagogical Features: 2
Sociolinguistic Accuracy: 4.5
Use of computer capabilities: 1
Ease of use: 5
Overall evaluation: 3
Value of money: 3.5 (individual copy) / 4.5 (site license)
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